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Cultural trends and the high rate of smartphone adoption
require a deeper understanding of our mobile world and
how it impacts marketing research in the 21st century.
In order to lay out an enduring case for mobile in our
^VYSK·ZWLJPÄJHSS`^P[O[OLHSTPNO[`Z\Y]L`·^LOH]L[V
methodically build a story one chapter at a time. Let’s
review the work that has helped usher in 2013. In doing
so, we may be able to rewrite the future. But before
beginning that task, we dug deep into market research’s
WHZ[[VÄN\YLV\[^O`[OLOLJRV\YPUK\Z[Y`JYV^ULK[OL
20-minute survey king.
With global smartphone penetration projected to reach
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IL[^LLU PU[OLUL_[Ä]L`LHYZ;HPWLP;PTLZ
January 2013), the expectation of gathering information
in a speedy fashion has impacted society’s willingness to
KL]V[LHZPNUPÄJHU[HTV\U[VM[PTL[VHU`VUL[HZR@L[
researchers still spend a healthy amount of time trying to
guide clients toward making pivotal decisions using data
collected from lengthy, static, and linear online surveys.
In writing this article, we set out to answer the question –
will mobile be the great enabler to help us move beyond
[OL[YHKP[PVUHSTHYRL[YLZLHYJOZ\Y]L`&)\[ÄYZ[^LULLK
[VL_WSVYL^OH[NV[\ZOLYLPU[OLÄYZ[WSHJL
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Breaking the paradigms of marke

What popularized the 20-minute online
survey?
Our survey mindset was developed when the vast majority of
survey research was conducted via mail, making it rooted in
decades-old thinking. The strategy of that era was to take advantage of every single penny it cost to produce the survey—from
typesetting and printing to postage and delivery. The vehicle was
often optimized in an eight-page double-sided survey crammed
tight with every possible question. By doing this, we pretty much
ensured an average of 20 dedicated minutes for a respondent to
complete.
When the phone survey came along in the 1950s, we “reached
out and touched someone” because everyone had a phone, but
the idea of squeezing out every last bit of information remained.
We held tight to the notion that once someone was on the phone
and willing to complete a survey, they’d willingly endure 20 minutes or more of verbal inquires. Phone surveys continued to foster
the “ask everything now because we can’t go back and ask it
later” mentality.
Fast forward to the online revolution and the ability to quickly and
conveniently collect data through bits and bytes. This digitized
version of the mail survey brought us closer-to-the-vest control
V]LYX\LZ[PVUZHUKZOVY[LYÄLSK^VYRK\YH[PVU(ZYLZLHYJOLYZ^L
quickly adapted to the power of the Internet, pushing the survey
length to 30—and sometimes 40—minutes, with little downside or
risk of dropout, as the novelty was well…new and the sample was
both plentiful and relatively inexpensive.
We now live in a world where iOS overshadows OS2, and we have
to address the eventuality of incompatibility between smart devices of the future and the almighty 20-plus-minute survey. In fact,
our sample suppliers are indicating that 20-25% of participants
choose to participate in surveys via mobile devices.
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Does 20
minutes
VWLOOÁ\LQ
2013?

et research’s past
'RHVPLQXWHVVWLOOÁ\LQ"
Seismic changes are occurring in the way we communicate. Modern-day
interaction is speedier, shorter, and depends heavily on symbols and images.
As human conversations condense from emails to instant messages to texts
to tweets, we’ve adopted a 140-character-or-less mindset. The extraordinary
popularity of social media platforms Pinterest and Instagram are resounding
examples of this. Sharing and conversing using pictures eliminates language
barriers and brings a whole new meaning to the phrase “a picture is worth a
thousand words.”
*VUZ\TLYH[[LU[PVUKLÄJP[HSZVZOHWLZ[OL^H`^LL_WYLZZV\YZLS]LZ;VKH`»Z
consumer juggles friends, family, marketers and researchers who demand their
attention. So multitasking becomes a way of life, forcing them to offer snippets
of time to multiple duties rather than focusing their energy on any one thing.
The effects of these twin factors—condensed conversations and consumer at[LU[PVUKLÄJP[·HYL]PZPISL[OYV\NOV\[V\YJ\S[\YLPU[^V^H`Z!
;HRL[OLWVW\SHYP[`VMX\PJRÄ_TVIPSLNHTLZ^OPJOHSSV^JVUZ\TLYZ[V
IYPLÅ`WSH`HSL]LSVY[^VILMVYLY\ZOPUNVMM[V[OLPYUL_[JVTTP[TLU[6UL
prominent example of this phenomenon is Cut the Rope™, which has
been downloaded over 100 million times on iPhone and Android devices.
,]LULK\JH[PVUPZJOHUNPUN!PUZ[LHKVMMHP[OM\SS`H[[LUKPUNH-YLUJOSLJ[\YL
throughout a 15-week-long semester, the free iPhone app Duolingo allows
you to practice your language skills while you’re waiting to pick up a pizza.
So while we can adapt online surveys to capture data on mobile devices, how
can researchers expect today’s time-crunched consumers to spend 20 uninterrupted minutes providing their opinions to us? If our society is changing, then
the way we ask questions needs to change too.
We need to step away from the notion that the 20-minute survey is still king.

Putting mob

With this thought in mind, we set out
Z\Y]L`ZHUK[OLYVSLTVIPSLKL]PJLZW
JOHW[LYILNHU!

1

Mobile surveys: viability and data validity
In 2010, we put mobile survey-taking to the test and pushed it to
its boundaries. We were more than pleased to realize that mobile
surveys did, in fact, yield similar results to traditional online surveys.
(KKP[PVUHSS`^LKLÄULKZJHSL\ZHNL[VTH_V\[H[Ä]LWVPU[ZUV[LK
that respondents provided “full” responses in open-ended verbatims
as measured by character length, and discovered that response rates
HYLJVTWHYHISL>LL]LUMV\UKTVIPSLZ\Y]L`Z[VILÄ[MVYJVTWSL_
quantitative studies such as segmentation, including a max diff and a
short/simple conjoint.
While this was excellent news, our validation was tempered by respondent endurance. It seemed 10 minutes was the maximum limit
for a mobile survey, hardly ideal in an industry where surveys of 20
minutes have been crowned king.

2

Mobile: anonymity and authenticity

In early 2012, we looked at history through another dim
Psychology, we explored the steps that human beings
this discipline, the idea of conformity comes heavily int
that social networking exacerbates the idea of censors
ly, we wanted to examine if the smartphone altered the

>LKLZPNULKHZ[\K`[OH[IYVRLZVJPHSUL[^VYRPUNPU[V
1) Public platforms (i.e. Facebook and Twitter)
2) Private platforms (i.e. online research communities)

Both qualitatively and quantitatively, our results showed
forms. In other words, their “Facebook version of self”
We also found that public forum postings tended to sk
candy and its wrapper.

Yet our research also indicated that people censored th
on these same public platforms. They were prompted
ing more authentic) in their communications about thei
services.

;OLPUÅ\LUJLVM[OLZTHY[WOVUL[OYV\NO[OLSLUZVMWY
responding and serious implications of the smartphone
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bile to the test

t to test the validity and viability of smartphone-enabled
WSH`PUH\[OLU[PJP[`3L[»Z[HRLHSVVRH[^OLYL[OLÄYZ[

mension. Taking our cues from the principles of Existential
take to develop and express their “version of self.” Under
to play. During this study, we worked from a hypothesis
ship as it relates to social conformity. But more importante equation.

V[^VKVTHPUZ!

d that people tend to censor themselves on public plat” may not always convey their “real (or full) version of self.”
kew toward big-ticket items, i.e. cars and travel, versus

hemselves less when using smartphones to interact
d to act on their thoughts and impulses (hence, becomir surroundings—and more importantly, all products and

YP]H[LHUKWYP]H[LZVJPHSILOH]PVYYLHMÄYTLKMVY\Z[OLJVYe for marketing research.

3

Mobile: can it break the 20-minute survey
paradigm?
Most of us have already unwittingly witnessed the success of snacksize research. For nearly a decade now, online research communities
OH]LÄLSKLKZOVY[MVJ\ZLKWVSSZHUKKPZJ\ZZPVUZMVYTLTILYZ[V
respond to when and how they are available. The consumer insights
gleaned from these bite-sized research efforts have proven invaluable
and potent.
(YTLK^P[O[OLJVUÄKLUJLVM¸IP[LZPaLK¹YLZLHYJOHUK[OLJVUÄYTHtion of mobile viability/validity and authenticity under our belts, we set
out to see if we could break the century-old monarchy of the 20-minute survey—the so-called benchmark of research.
Yet how do we take one long and linear survey, section it into bite-size
chunks, and still draw the same valid conclusion and story for our
clients?
;OLX\PJRZJPLU[PÄJHUZ^LY!KH[HM\ZPVU^OPJOJVTIPULZT\S[PWSL
WHY[PHSKH[HÄSLZPU[VVULJVTWSL[LZL[

The study:
We separated a previously conducted study
into three individual “snack-sized” survey
modules to be completed on mobile devices.
A series of questions overlapped between all
modules to assure continuity across the survey
and to provide a series of attitudinal “hook”
questions. The sample was divided into three
[LZ[NYV\WZ!
1) online control
2) online module
3) mobile module
The control sample completed a traditional
25-minute online survey composed of questions asked in all three survey modules, while
each modular group was assigned one of three
10-minute survey modules.
Modular respondents were given the option to complete a second module (and subsequently a third, essentially completing the entire survey) after completing each module. To our surprise, 72% of respondents ultimately completed all
three modules, which proved helpful during the analysis and suggested that modular research may not actually require
three times the amount of sample to conduct.

The analysis:
Both Gongos Research and SSI independently put the data
through rigorous analysis, using two distinct types of data fusion
TL[OVKZ!data stitching and hot decking.
Following is a brief description of each method and their
advantages.
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Data stitching
Data stitching examines modular respondents, identifying those who are most similar on the attitudinal hook
variables. Two respondents determined to be most similar
are combined, merging their data together to form one
complete respondent.
This method is void of imputation, estimation, or prediction and exclusively uses data that has been organically
collected from consumers. This opens the door for us
to conduct basic statistical tests such as t-tests or chisquared tests, in addition to the cluster analysis done
using hot deck imputation.
However, data stitching requires that we have enough similar respondents to stitch together, in order to create a robust
set of complete data. This approach likely requires a larger sample size than hot decking, since “unmatched” respondents will need to be dropped altogether.
Interestingly, both approaches found similar data and yielded the same overall conclusions, even down to the segments created from a K-means cluster analysis.

>>

Hot decking
/V[KLJRPUNPTW\[LZVYZJPLU[PÄJHSS`LZ[PTH[LZOV^H
respondent might have replied to an unanswered question based on the characteristics of the individual and
corresponding similarities to the remaining sample. This
approach creates a complete set of data based on a
combination of actual responses and statistically estimated responses.
/V[KLJRPUN»ZTHPUILULÄ[V]LYKH[HZ[P[JOPUNPU]VS]LZ
the relatively smaller sample necessary for analysis. We
JHU»[\UKLYLZ[PTH[L[OPZILULÄ[HZP[WV[LU[PHSS`SPTP[ZHU`
hesitancy due to sampling budget issues.
)LJH\ZLUL^KH[HWVPU[ZHYLLZ[PTH[LKZHTWSLZPaLPZHY[PÄJPHSS`PUÅH[LK;OPZJV\SKYLZ\S[PUZRLW[PJPZTVU[OLWHY[
VMYLZLHYJOLYZYLNHYKPUN[OL]HSPKP[`VM[OPZ[LJOUPX\LZPUJLP[HY[PÄJPHSS`YLK\JLZLYYVYPUZ[H[PZ[PJHSZPNUPÄJHUJL[LZ[PUN
However, when properly executed with careful sampling and modular survey design, this approach provides reasonable results and descriptive statistics. Additionally, we ascertained the effectiveness and accuracy of this approach
\ZPUN2TLHUZJS\Z[LYHUHS`ZPZHUHWWYVHJO[OH[^PSSSPRLS`IL\UHMMLJ[LKI`[OLZHTWSLZPaLPUÅH[PVU

The “hook variable” factor
Over the past year, other industry colleagues have independently attempted data fusion (imputation and data stitching) using demographic
and behavioral attributes. Since demographics and behaviors are more
situational and subject to change, we focused on *attitudes to stitch the
data together, thus creating a more cohesive data set and allowing us to
draw the same conclusions across all three samples.
While the concept of data fusion makes many market researchers ner]V\ZILJH\ZLM\ZPVUYLSPLZVUÄSSPUNPU¸TPZZPUN¹KH[H^LULLK[VYLZWLJ[
the ever-increasing time constraints of our respondents and leverage
data fusion to reduce the time burden of survey participation.

Have we overthrown the king?
Not yet, though the revolution has begun whether we like it or not.
We hope that our own modest and iterative successes, combined with
the work of others, challenge the marketing research industry to move
MVY^HYK^P[OJVUÄKLUJLPU[V[OLJVUZ[HU[S`L]VS]PUN^VYSKVMTVIPSL
>LOH]LHSYLHK`NHPULKZPNUPÄJHU[NYV\UKHUKYLJVNUPaL[OLPTTLKPH[L
need to take a multi-modal approach to research, continuing to safely
push the boundaries while reaping opportunities and possibilities.
0M^LKVUV[^L^PSSÄUKV\YZLS]LZWSH`PUNJH[JO\WVY^VYZL·SLM[
behind—when human beings are no longer willing to share their own stories and collaborate with us from their already condensing worlds.
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